
Why YOU would choose the TM-1006n

Quick Changes 
You’ll get the flexibility you want and need to make changes on the fly. If you happen 
to be in a situation where you or your customer’s tags or labels need government 
approval, the Tagmaster 1006n system allows you to print and email a copy of the 
proof directly to your Government agency and print minutes after you 
receive the approval.

Reduced tag cost
By producing tags at the line, on demand, without any additional labor. Printing only 
what you need eliminates the scrap and wasted overruns.

Tagmaster TM-1006n Automatic Tagger

The TM-1006n Tagger is a stand-alone office/desktop system designed 
to print and cut various tags and/or labels in multiple sizes from blank or 
preprinted material. 

Using the PDF Plus+ software, and your desktop PC, the 
user can select a PDF tag or label file and print one tag 
at a time or a large batch, depending on the amount of 
items needed.

When used together with a Windows® based design 
application like MS Word®, Adobe®, or others, 
the Tagmaster 1006n can act as a complete 
“design, print and cut” system. 

           * Optional stacker shown, sold separately. 
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About CMSI Technologies

Founded in 1976 to provide the meat and poultry industries with weigh, print and labeling solutions, 
CMSI Technologies has evolved to include three areas that are strategically aligned to provide 
customers a single source for software, machinery, and supplies. 

The Tagmaster product line is one of our creative innovations which provides print and insertion of 
unsupported material. 

* Larger Unwind Available  ** Tag Length Dependent  *** Custom Height Available
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Machine Type offline semi auto auto-vert auto-vert auto-horz auto-vert

Bar Code yes yes yes yes yes yes

Prints Graphics and logos yes yes yes yes yes yes

Log file of Daily Use no optional yes optional optional optional 

Print Speed 14ips 14ips 8ips 14ips 14ips 10ips

Variable Overlay yes yes yes yes yes yes

Automated File Selection w/trace it w/trace it yes w/trace it w/trace it w/trace it

Trace-It Compatible yes yes yes yes yes yes

File Type pdf/(.doc) pdf/(.doc) pdf/tec pdf/(.doc) pdf/(.doc) pdf/(.doc)

Q.A. Scan Code Overlay yes yes yes yes yes yes

Track & Trace Code Overlay yes yes yes yes yes yes

Paper Width up to 6” up to 6” 4.8” 4.8”/6” 4.8/6” 8.5”

Stitch Length N/A N/A 4.8” 4.8”/6” Up to 14” 8.5”

Tag Length 32” 4”-10” 5”-10” 5”-10” 5”-14” 5”-11”

Tag Roll Capacity 8” * 8” * 8” 8”/12” 12” 12”

Tag Type blank/preprinted blank/preprinted blank/preprinted blank/preprinted blank/preprinted blank/preprinted

Bags Per Minute n/a hand 22 ** 30 ** 30 ** 35 **

E-Stop Integration no no yes yes yes yes

Tag Printing Method TT/DT TT/DT TT/DT TT/DT TT/DT TT/DT

Stand Adjustment n/a operator height 40”-62” 40.”-62” 33.5”-49” *** 42.5”-63.5”

Tag Profile horz/vert horz/vert vert vert horz vert
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